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Introduction

With the emerging debate on the consequences of Brexit for Northern Ireland and the island economy, 
the Northern administration is now obliged to contemplate the economic and other implications for 
them of the likely outcome.  The referendum will be decided by the UK as a whole but may have 
very specific consequences for the economy and wider governance of Northern Ireland in circumstances 
where, at this early stage, it is extremely difficult to work out ex ante all of the likely ramifications.  The 
Irish government, on the other hand, has been engaged actively in this debate from its start, as a close and 
supportive friend of the UK but with a desire to see the UK remain within the EU and with a publicly 
stated firm resolution to remain at the core of the EU, irrespective of the eventual decision of the UK 
electorate.

Even if the UK electorate vote to remain in the EU, under acceptable modified terms that are unlikely 
to differ very dramatically from the present terms, the long-term lukewarm participation of the UK in a 
range of important EU activities and their refusal to join in others have already had negative economic 
consequences for Northern Ireland and the inter-relationship of the Northern and Southern economies.  
North-South trade and disruptive cross-border shopping activities have been affected by large fluctuations 
in the euro-sterling exchange rate, where this aspect tends to be highly visible and attracts immediate 
attention.  However, more importantly it has also made it more difficult to build longer-term and deeper 
North-South economic and business engagement within the island than it might have been if the UK 
were a fully participating member that shared the objective of closer business and economic integration 
within the EU and if this logic was also applied to the island economy.  We take up this point later.

Unfortunately, not only are some aspects of the present EU situation for the island economy far from 
ideal, but there is a distinct possibility that it may become worse after a Brexit.  In this short note we 
update the analysis contained in the IIEA book, The Endgame, published in February 2015 and review 
some of the negative economic consequences for the two economies on this island of the current UK 
"half-in" role in the EU.  We then move on to examine the likely additional disruption that would arise 
after a Brexit and comment on the implications of recent research findings.  However, here we are still 
groping about in the dark as only the first of three phases of the UK Brexit debate process is currently 
unfolding as agreement on the new terms of UK engagement within the EU, the terms that will have to 
be put to a vote in the UK referendum, are being hammered out between the EU Presidency and the UK 
government.  

In such a situation, and even if a Brexit is somewhat unlikely at the time of writing, in light of the 
potentially serious implications for the island economy it is reasonable to address pre-emptively a worst 
case scenario where the UK leaves and takes Northern Ireland with it out into unknown territory while 
Ireland stays within the EU and has to deal with an altered business and economic environment.  Much 
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of current research highlights the likely consequences of Brexit, and we review this in the narrower context 
of consequences for this island.  Anything short of Brexit would be merely a continuation of the UK's 
reluctant membership where policy makers and businesses in both of the island economies have long 
experience of such challenges. Finally, we step away from the world of research and analysis and look 
briefly at emerging political attitudes to the economic consequences inside Northern Ireland, highlighting 
the views of the two largest parties, the DUP and Sinn Fein.  

Consequences for Northern Ireland and Ireland of a "half-in" UK

An important background to the development challenges facing Northern Ireland is that the much 
larger Irish economy has been able to use its available policy autonomy to reap many, but not all, of the 
economic benefits of its sovereignty while playing a role in the wider EU system into which it is now 
integrated.  Northern Ireland, a region of the UK with a relatively new and complicated power sharing 
administration, has found it more difficult to follow this policy route, either through its intra-UK links 
with the British economy and its regions or through its close geographical proximity and evolving links 
to the Irish economy, its main export market after external sales to Britain.  

This sub-optimal situation within Northern Ireland has been exacerbated by the unwillingness of the UK 
government to participate in a series of European post-Single Market initiatives designed to move further 
ahead with the creation of a more deeply integrated European market place.  The most important of these 
initiatives concerns the fact that the UK remains outside the Eurozone, and that economic impacts on 
UK-Irish and North-South trade of fluctuations in the euro-sterling rate have been far greater than any 
consequences of fluctuations in the rate against the Danish and Swedish currencies (the only other "old" 
EU Member States outside the euro zone).  Movements of the currencies of the newer Member States that 
have not yet joined, but are obliged to do so eventually, have been generally very small or non-existent.  

The island of Ireland is unfortunate in that the scope of its economic activities is divided by an international 
land border between a small state and a region of a larger state that have tax systems that are not very 
harmonised and currencies that can fluctuate rapidly and through large margins.  It is well known that 
price deviations induced by exchange rate fluctuations can often take a long time to work through the 
economy.  On the island as a whole, this can appear as a kind of disruptive negative-sum process where 
both sides eventually lose.

Fluctuations in the euro-sterling rate have serious implications for product sourcing arrangements by 
producers and retailers, and these are often difficult to change at short notice.  There is a danger that border 
regions will be obliged to focus on serving the narrow, transient cross-border market in eras of favourable 
prices, and fail to strengthen and deepen these markets in a way that would make them less vulnerable to 
reverses in relative currency strengths.  The consolidation of the Northern peace process, combined with 
the reality of the Single European Market, are longer-term factors that have served in the past to offset the 
short-term price fluctuations caused by exchange rates.  However undesirable such uncertainty may be, 
at least it has prepared Irish and Northern Irish businesses for dealing with the possibility of additional 
disruptive influences on trade and other economic processes that a Brexit might bring.

A more serious island business engagement problem can be illustrated by the Northern Ireland Economic 
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Strategy document that was published on March 13, 2012 by the then Minister of Enterprise, Trade and 
Investment, Ms Arlene Foster.  This remains the current strategy and the fundamental blue-print for 
economic development policy in Northern Ireland for the next few years.  Yet in it there are only two 
explicit references to the Irish economy:  

“A large majority of sales outside NI are presently destined for either GB or the RoI, which 
is too narrow” (page 27);

and

“Other countries such as Singapore and the Republic of Ireland (RoI) have developed their 
economies on the basis of a low corporation tax strategy and a pro-business regulatory 
environment” (page 31).

It is apparent that there is a deep reluctance on the part of some Northern policy makers to acknowledge 
the magnitude of the present systemic links across the border or to reflect on how these might be built up 
to generate further synergies for both jurisdictions.  Such a narrow and grudging approach to growing the 
island economy, and the wider lack of engagement with Europe, may be politically popular within some 
circles of Northern politics, but makes no sense from a business or economic perspective.  The policy 
failures that produce a Northern Ireland economic strategy that treats the Irish economy in much the 
same way as it treats Singapore are not unrelated to a wider euro-scepticism.  And in Ireland, the fact that 
less than two per cent of total exports go to Northern Ireland should not hide the fact that it is the island 
as a whole that needs to act as an incubator of new indigenous firms that will be future export earners.  

Brexit: A bad situation can only get worse

Three main economic and business aspects of the emerging Brexit debate in Northern Ireland were 
highlighted in the IIEA book.  First, the challenging agenda of internal policy reform in an era of UK-
wide fiscal reform and reduction in the size of government expenditure.  Second, the challenges of the 
enduring dominance of the strong economic and business links with the rest of the UK at a time when the 
UK deviates increasingly from EU policy norms in ways that are likely to have asymmetric consequences 
across the UK regions and with Ireland.  Third, the challenges of building on the steadily growing 
economic and business links with Ireland, its second largest trading partner after Britain, at a time when 
trade and other relations between these two main markets appear to be threatened by Brexit.  While the 
first two issues are mainly of internal concern to the UK, the third issue spills over the border and presents 
challenges both to Belfast and to Dublin.  

On the first issue, the recently concluded Stormont Agreement II has served to defuse some of the internal 
governance problems and provided a path to normalisation of internal governance.  This has permitted 
attention to turn to the second issue and to the consideration of how a Brexit might impact on the 
Northern Ireland economy.  Only when this issue is better understood within the Northern Ireland 
administration is attention likely to turn to the implications for north-south developments on this island.

In brief, our broad conclusions in the book Britain and Europe: The Endgame still stand, and can be 
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summarised as follows:

[1] The economic consequences of Brexit will be difficult, but not catastrophic

The economic and business consequences of a Brexit for Ireland are likely to be awkward, at worst, 
perhaps strategically challenging, but not catastrophic.  Indeed, it may offer prospects of some benefits for 
Ireland in areas such as increased inward investment in areas of Irish specialisation.  Of course, any such 
benefits would be partially offset by the imminent implementation of a new, low rate of corporation tax 
in Northern Ireland.  Research carried out earlier in 2015 by Open Europe in the UK asserted that the 
overall impact of Brexit on the UK economy is likely to be confined to a band between minus and plus 2 
per cent of GDP, presumably with negative/positive knock-on consequences for the Northern Ireland and 
Irish economies.  In layman's language, this is merely a formal way of admitting that we cannot presently 
evaluate the consequences!  

The recent ESRI report on the consequences of Brexit for Irish-UK trade asserts that the level of Irish 
exports to the UK could fall by nearly 22 per cent.  But this methodology was based on an analogy with 
studies of the trade-boosting impacts of the removal and lowering of tariff barriers in economies in Asia 
where trade barriers had been very high and the structures of the economies are very different from those 
of the EU.  The fact that Irish-UK trade has been well established since the foundation of the state, and 
has endured through many different trade regimes and currency fluctuations that can be much larger 
than any likely post-Brexit tariff barriers, suggests that the ESRI negative Brexit impacts on Irish-UK 
economic interactions need to be interpreted with caution.  The same applies for the knock-on impacts 
on North-South trade.  One needs to deepen and expand the investigation and seek impacts elsewhere, 
associated with higher barriers to closer business-to-business collaborations and better integration of 
island infrastructure, as discussed above.  

There is no compelling reason why a Brexit would make such North-South co-operation dramatically more 
difficult than it already is unless the breakup takes place in an adversarial and acrimonious atmosphere 
between the EU and the UK. Then we enter a perilous and unknown world of disrupted trading relations, 
queues at restored border check-points, and the inevitable consequences for Ireland: a slow and highly 
costly disengagement with our largest trading partner, Britain, and the same and possibly worse with 
Northern Ireland.  In the words of Lord Denning, this would be "an appalling vista".

[2] A threat to social protection and employment rights?

From a Trades Union perspective, Brexit pulls Ireland in the wrong direction, as social protection and 
work-place rights are diluted in the name of international competitiveness.  Of course, such concerns are 
also relevant to the UK Trade Union movement and are likely to play a role in the internal UK debate on 
Brexit.

[3] The nature of a post-Brexit UK is difficult to quantify

The situation facing Northern Ireland is particularly challenging in the light of its tight inter-relationships 
with both the British and the Irish economies, the common land border, and the general lack of much by 
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way of political articulation of EU preferences along the lines of Scotland during the recent referendum.  
But the actual process of Brexit, and the nature of the post-Brexit world, are too fraught with uncertainty 
to be amenable to any precise quantification.    

The most comprehensive study of the British prospects is the Open Europe study:  What if ..?  The 
Consequences, Challenges and Opportunities facing Britain outside the EU, published in March, 2015.

If one searches for the word “Ireland” in this document, one finds three references.  The first two relate 
to UK trade, showing that Ireland is the fifth largest UK trading partner (behind the USA, Germany, the 
Netherlands and France, but ahead of China!), and that Ireland is more disposed to free trade (along with 
other Northern European Member States) than France, Italy and other Southern states.

But the third reference is rather startling: “We do not factor in the one-time cost of erecting a customs 
border control between Ireland and Northern Ireland”.  To a British audience this would appear to be a 
minor complication of geography.  For the people living of this island, the issue is more chilling.  But here 
we step away from economic logic. The economic impacts of border customs posts, however improbable 
their imposition may be, are likely to be the least of our worries.  

Turning to the wider UK consequences, in the Open Europe study the Brexit costs vs. benefits are 
narrowly bounded in the range of loss/gains of GDP by the year 2030.  At worst, a loss of 2.2% of GDP 
should the UK have to fall back on WTO arrangements post Brexit.  At best, a gain of 1.6% of GDP, 
should the UK be able to secure a beneficial EU FTA.  But any gains, even of the above modest nature, 
would require a dramatic increase in UK competitiveness, exposing the weaknesses of any UK regional 
economies that do not currently enjoy competitive strengths in traded services (e.g., banking, insurance) 
or advanced manufacturing.

The UK regional economies (Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland, but also including the northern 
English regions) will need to explore how they are likely to fare under Brexit compared to continual 
UK membership of the EU.  Specifically, which of these two polar situations is likely to provide the best 
supporting context for recovery and development of the Northern Ireland economy?  Will there be a 
preference for remaining inside the EU, with its commitment to greater regional cohesion and equity; 
its evolving social institutions and protections; and a benign context within which North-South and 
East-West problems can be handled.  This is clearly the choice of Scotland and an outcome that is being 
willed on by the Irish government!  Or will there be a preference for leaving the EU and for embracing 
an exciting brave new post-Brexit world, a decision which will be driven by the obvious opportunities for 
the strong economy of the English South East, focused on London, but would tend to be neglectful of 
the development needs of the less strong regions?

The IIEA book addressed such questions and although there will need to be a national debate after the 
decision of the UK referendum is known, the adherence of Ireland to the inner core of the EU is the 
national choice.  It would be tragic if the process of mutual strengthening of the two island economies 
through North-South trade and economic co-operation were to be disrupted by a Brexit that neglected 
our geography, our special relationship, and our deep business and economic links.
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Political views on economic consequences of Brexit

At the time of writing, and unlike the case of Scotland, none of the Northern Ireland political parties 
have come out with a definitive stance of the issue of Brexit that is based on political, economic and 
business assessments of costs and benefits.  However, the general approach of the DUP was outlined in 
a presentation made in Belfast by the DUP Minister for Finance, Arlene Foster, on 26 November 2015.  
Her presentation on Brexit was ostensibly a balanced one, weighing the pros and cons against each other 
and maintaining a broadly agnostic stance.  The past tendency to paint EU attitudes in black and white 
terms was used in her speech to puncture the enthusiastic pro-EU case by drawing attention to the view 
prevalent when EMU was being designed that by remaining outside the Eurozone, the UK would suffer 
disastrously.  

But it was fairly clear from her speech that little or no economic or business research had yet been carried 
out in order to position the Northern Ireland stance to Brexit on more solid grounds.  For example, one 
could not imagine any Irish Finance Minister saying the equivalent of:  "It is safe to say that the possibility 
of a UK exit is of concern to some Northern Ireland businesses".  However, there was a strong belief that 
UK-Irish special trading relationships could be negotiated in a mutually beneficial way, which is a not 
unreasonable assumption to make if any Brexit is conducted amicably.

The official approach of Sinn Féin, when it emerges, is likely to be anti-Brexit, but will probably be 
conditional on a more socially friendly approach to EU policy-making that distances it from the recent 
period of fiscal austerity.  In view of Sinn Féin's strong commitment to a united Ireland, it is inconceivable 
that they would adopt a pro-Brexit stance, even if that party has its own list of reforms that it would like 
to see regarding the manner in which the European Commission and the ECB interpret and execute their 
policy remit.
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